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SUN STREAK Report - 9025 (U) 

DCSINT-PO 

1. S/STD/NF> 

~: 
On 16 and 17 May 90, four sessions were conducted 
and white 45 foot fishing vessel identified as 
It recently left the Peninsula de la GuaJira and 
headed for the Roncador Bank. 

2. ~ewer 018 reported that, at the time of viewing 
the ~ppeared to be circling about a location of 
1315N/7153W. There were no drugs on board at that time. 

SG1A 

COMMENTS: This location is approximately 600-700 miles north of 
its suspected location, and appears unlikely, if it is en route 
westward towards the Roncador Bank. 

SG1AD 
4. CS/STDjiniJ,,f8fi 052 5s;ported that the ........ was 
located a~~ , and was carrying a wh~bitter 
tasting, sweet smelling substance which .,burns my nose., in small 
rectangular packages. These packages were located in a large, 
rectangular metal container with a lid on top, opening upward. 
052 was not able to determine an off-load/transfer point, but 
determined that the into the US would be 
3530N/7545W, the shipment 
appeared boun NY at 
4115N/72W. 

5. CS/STD/NF> ~+~f~fi 079 reported that the ........ was SG1AD 
located at ,,,,a: , and heading westward ~oncador 
Bank. Off- oading will take place at those coordinates, as well, 
onto a vessel which will head towards the Gulf of Mexico with the 
contraband which 079 identified as cocaine. 
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6. (S/STD/NF) PROJJl!illilCOMMENTS: The suggested 
scenario is that the left the Peninsula de la 
Guajira without drugs on oar , went slightly northward and 
possibly dallied there before continuing westward with drugs 
(although no pick-up/on-loading was detected). there it will 
transfer the drugs to another vessel for shipment to the Gulf of 
Mexico, and possibly the eastern US (Cape Hatteras, NC and/or 
Long Island, NY). Current locations are reflected on an area map 
enclosed. 
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